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New image in progress

Renewing our 
Climate Impact 
Pledge
To spur net-zero carbon emissions, we are 
making our targeted engagement programme 
even more ambitious
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This document has been produced by Legal & General Investment Management (Holdings) Limited as thought leadership and we believe it represents our 
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engagement with about 80 companies that we 
launched in 2016 to hasten the transition to a low-

We will broaden the pledge’s reach to include hundreds 

achieve net-zero carbon emissions globally by 2050 – 

A global consensus on climate change has 
taken shape in just a few years, as wildfires 
have devastated entire regions, millions 
have taken to the streets to demand action 
and COVID-19 has underscored the 
importance of averting looming threats 
before it is too late.

Meryam Omi
Head of Sustainability and 
Responsible Investment Strategy

Iancu Daramus
Senior Sustainability Analyst

Yasmine Svan
Senior Sustainability Analyst
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i 

companies targeted – just as we highlighted those 

ExxonMobil MetLife* and China 
Construction Bank

Dominion Energy* – has gone 

We are also pleased to announce this year that we have 
Subaru

the largest improvements since last year were those we had 

Company score improvements (%)

Naming 
and faming

companies in sectors crucial to accelerating or halting 

targets and lobbying activities – to gain a well-rounded 
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initiative have been overwhelmingly positive in the years 

ii  

iii 1  

warned that limiting global warming to 2°C above 

Consensus is now rapidly building around reaching 

iv

Taking stock
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Progress since 2019

Climate scores rising across sectors
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utilities
out coal – led by progressive European utilities such as 
Enel* 

CLP 
Holdings v  

vi The mining sector has thus 
BHP* 

vii  
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we learned” 
Bernard Looney 
CEO, BP
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Divergence among 
energy companies

In the oil and gas
European oil majors have 
announced net-zero emissions 

BP* planning to curb oil and gas 

years ago was resolutely opposed to 
viii  

on shareholder engagement co-led 

 

Financials - no 
longer laggards

Initially climate ‘laggards’ when we 

Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia’s* vow to halt coal 

 and Lloyds Banking 
Group’s* plans to halve the carbon it 

   

natural catastrophes is established 
practice within property and 

AIG
Chubb* has 

call a halt to investing in (and 
  

The only sector to have declined 
food retail remains an 

companies such as Nestlé* 

dairy production  and General 
Mills* 
carbon-storing agriculture 

  

Regression by  

Reuters
Exclusive: European investors threaten Brazil 

divestment over deforestation

Ceres
Deforestation in 2020:  
The Investor Perspective

Bloomberg
After taking on coal and oil, climate investors  
target meat next
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East Side Story
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'Greenwashing' risk
We are encouraged to see companies adopt notable 
goals: 

• 
Climate Impact Pledge companies)

• 

• Emissions targets that include their products or 
supply chains2

in various media – with the most pronounced increase in 

or through trade associations) are at odds with their 

Reputational risks on the rise
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Strengthening our pledge

This means we will be systematically holding 
more companies accountable – through 

Updated ratings 

We have updated the underlying methodology 

more precisely measured by access to more 

• Climate governance 

• 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD) 

• Company policies and participation in 
relevant sector initiatives and standards

• Climate lobbying

• 
alignment (drawing on LGIM’s climate 
modelling capabilities ) as well as green 
opportunities

• 

Increased coverage and transparency

But we will be holding many more companies systematically 

• Cement 

• Steel 

• Chemicals 

• Technology and telecoms (T&T)

• Apparel

• Property (real estate investment trusts or REITs)

• 

• 
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We are targeting sectors that are key to reducing global emissions

Technology 
& telecoms

Electric utilities

Apparel

Banks and insurance

Food, 
manufacturers, 
packaged food

Property
Cement

Steel

Mining

Chemicals

Transport

Retail
Oil

Deforestation, 
loss of carbon 
sinks, pollution, 

habitat degradation

Financing

Fertiliser 
production

Transport
and

packaging

Rare earths and 
other minerals

Mineral and 
fossil fuel 
resources

Other natural 
resources

Forests

Methane emissions

Energy-intensive 
kilns, clinker production

Energy-intensive 
smelting

Energy-intensive 
extraction of metals

and materials

Energy-intensive 
production of 
plastics and 

other materials

Coal mining

Raw materials for
renewables

Energy-intensive oil refining

Burning fossil fuels 
for power, transport 

and heat

Burning fossil 
fuels for power, 

transport 
and heat

Use of polyesters 
and plastics, 

packaging

Livestock

Water and 
marine 
systems

Crops, 
land useGas 
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Enhanced engagement

collectively to the challenge; but also that some companies have much 

groups we have given sector-
specific guidance as to transition 

development; and policies that need 

Broader engagement

where about 500 companies 
lights’ (where we have a large holding) will 
automatically receive a letter highlighting their 

Deeper engagement

about 50 companies

developed a more in-depth assessment 

will engage in direct dialogue to help remove 
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Inaction is  
not an option

 

 

–  and calling on governments to create a baseline 

We will continue to play our part as a responsible 

those companies that are aligned to this direction 

that are not – and are most critical to the energy 

solutions to measure and manage carbon 
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Zeroing in on 2050

Legal & General Group Plc

Quantifying and managing climate risks embedded on our balance sheet

Task Force on 

Climate-related 

Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) 

Report 2019

In the years since we launched the 

pressure can help steer companies 

our climate engagement 

we believe we can truly help 

net zero is possible – and we are 
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is our greatest global priority… 
The science is clear and we can 
see the change with our own 

Nigel Wilson 
CEO of Legal & General
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i  
 
ii 

asset managers’ approach to responsible investment: 
 (sort descending by ‘Climate change’ column) 

 
iii 

emissions-targets 
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minerals 
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Important information

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and any income 
taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you 
originally invested. 

This document is designed for the use of professional investors and their advisers. No responsibility can 
be accepted by Legal & General Investment Management Limited or contributors as a result of information 
contained in this publication. The information contained in this brochure is not intended to be, nor should 
be construed as investment advice nor deemed suitable to meet the needs of the investor. Nothing 
contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be solely relied on in making 
an investment or other decision. The views expressed here are not necessarily those of Legal & General 
and Legal & General Investment Management Limited may or may not have acted upon them. This 
document may not be used for the purposes of an offer or solicitation to anyone in any jurisdiction in 
which such offer or solicitation is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such 
offer or solicitation. No party shall have any right of action against Legal & General in relation to the 
accuracy or completeness of the Information, or any other written or oral information made available in 

risks and uncertainties and are based on internal forecasts and assumptions and should not be relied 
upon. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Nothing contained herein 
constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be solely relied on in making an investment or 
other decision. As required under applicable laws Legal & General will record all telephone and electronic 
communications and conversations with you that result or may result in the undertaking of transactions in 

provided to you upon request. 

Unless otherwise stated, references herein to "LGIM", "we" and "us" are meant to capture the global 

Management Limited. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in 
any form or by any means, including photocopying and recording, without the written permission of the 
publishers. 

Contact us
For further information about LGIM, please visit lgim.com or contact your usual LGIM representative


